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Now your gifts can reflect your warm, caring thoughts and reflect the beautiful and comforting

style that is Shabby Chic. Rachel Ashwell shares the wonderful gift ideas she has collected

throughout the years and shows you how to express your sentiments with a classic alluring

style. She shows you how to pick the perfect gift for the perfect person or occasion and then

how to wrap and decorate it with style. For example, instead of giving your fashion-obsessed

best friend a sweater in a box, why not put it on an old antique dressmaker's dummy? Instead

of giving an impersonal holiday card from Hallmark, why not create personalized cards that fit

every occasion? The Shabby Chic Gift of Giving is a perfect book for the holiday season, and it

will offer year round gift giving guidance for birthdays, Valentine's Day, Christmas or Hanukkah,

Mother's Day, Father's Day and other special occasions.
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Family, “Great Inspiration for Themed Gift Giving!. I really like this book and it has inspired me

to create some beautifully themed and wrapped gifts. The ideas I got were not copied directly

from her book, but the ideas in her book were sort of a jumping point to get me thinking about

themed gifts, specially thought out wrapping, and "gift giving" even on the small occasions

when a friend is sick, or just because. I always get great comments on my gifts and how they

are presented and I have this book to thank :) Maybe if you are ultra creative on your own, you

won't need this book, I personally enjoy the eye candy and it really gets me thinking creatively

and outside the box.”

J. R. Berry, “Great gift and wrapping ideas. I enjoy vintage items and have often wanted to give

them as a gift but was afraid they wouldn't be appreciated. After receiving this book, I will

never feel that way again. Anyone who receives such a gift and does not appreciate the

thoughtfulness that brought it their way is definitely poorer for their lack of understanding. The

gift wrapping hints are beautiful. I like this book and keep it close at hand along with my other

Rachel Ashwell books.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “lovely. I am a shabby chic decorator, so I am somewhat biased when it

comes to rachel atwell... I loved the suggestions in this book, but can't tell if anyone else would

like her ideas. They are simple, but beautiful and thoughtful, but not for one who enjoys

department store finds and conventional gifts.”

Eternal Gifter, “Inspiration Personified!. I have purchased & read every book written by Rachel.

This one, I think I've read it at least 5 times cover to cover - it's so inspiring. And the projects ...

anyone can replicate them. But let them inspire you to think outside the box. I look at

everything differently now when I'm out at the flea markets or in the antique malls or even

shuffling around a garage sale. This book adds a new dimension to designing, creating,

entertaining and gifting. A true keeper!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Thumbs up!. Love it”

DC083, “Great product!. Loved the show, wish it was still on, love the book and DVDs. I highly

recommend!”

Marion Jordan, “the shabby chic gift of giving. All of Rachel Ashwells books are full of



wonderful advice. You may be a full on shabby chicer or a bit of one,as I am. The books are

presented beautifully and easy to peruse. Spot on photograpy to show you how you can turn

your trash into treasure.I hope she continues to write more of these great idea books. If the

thought of Shabby Chic makes you cringe well don't, look at her book as a launching pad for

new ideas.Let's face it times are tough and if we can re-invent our old junk and save dollars or

pounds, so be it.”

Vanessa, “Wonderful book.. Loved this book, read it all the night I got it, till about 4am! loads of

ideas, and have used it already to wrap some gifts and they look fantastic. As ever, with her

books, try to get past the self proclaimed fabulousness that is Rachel and there are some great

ideas.”

Phoebe, “The Shabby Chic: The Gift of Giving. I have enjoyed this very much and often lift it off

the shelf for inspiration. Although some of the ideas are a little on the frilly and frou frou for my

taste it has been good at making me think laterally about objects for people and presenting

them in a thoughtful way. I have created a few present boxes for people now off the back of

this and they have really enjoyed their personal treasure boxes. I love that it urges you to thin

about reusing pretty packaging too.”

Christine Jackson, “Five Stars. Great book visually and for ideas for gifts with that vintage twist.”

calendula, “a book to look in for inspiration. I like RA books, they are not that many pages as

such but she inspires one to get out and see if they can try and do something like that. if you

like shabby chic and junk finds and boot sales etc then you will like her ideas.”

The book by Rachel Ashwell has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 55 people have provided feedback.
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